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Bolitho Janie Betrayed in Cornwall Novel (mystery)
Rose Trevelyan is  not concerned when her friend Etta does not turn up at the opening of her
exhibition.  When  she  hears  the  following  day  that  a  young  man  fell  of  a  cliff  in  suspicious
circumstances, Rose starts to makes connections and things start to go terribly wrong. 

Britton Fern A Cornish gift Short stories
Fun, festive collection of warm and witty short stories

Cartlidge Michelle The Cornish cats who went to sea Literature & fiction for children

Cornwall Writers Cornwall secret and hidden Shorts stories
Cornwall Secret and Hidden by Cornwall writers is an eclectic collection of short stories written by
authors in Cornwall. Be bold; be moved; be curious; venture through and around, under and into
the secret and hidden, veiled and buried, concealed and mysterious tales that lie within... What
captivating yarns will these glorious Cornish landscapes reveal...'The old fisherman hunkered down
and looked young Bobby in  the  eye.  "It's  a  scary  story,  boy.  You  sure  you  want  to  hear  it?"'
Slagoon's Breath, T J Dockree'Sharky Tremayne... 

Costeloe Diney The french wife Novel
Two young women, one terrible secret in 19th-century rural France. 
Annette works below stairs. Hélène is a daughter of the house. As children on the mean streets of
Paris, they went through more together than anyone must ever guess and they share a secret to be
kept at all costs.
Now Hélène is in love with a man she cannot marry. And must marry a man she cannot love. A
man she is beginning to suspect is both cruel and dangerous...

Dunmore Helen The ferry birds Literature & fiction for children

du Maurier Daphne The scapegoat Novel
In a bar in France, a lonely English academic on holiday meets his double, a French aristocrat who
gets  him  drunk,  swaps  identities  and  disappears,  leaving  the  Englishman  to  sort  out  the
Frenchman's extensive financial and family problems. 

Fenwick Liz One Cornish summer Novel
Against the beauty of Cornwall, 2 women struggle with their past : one cannot remember hers, the
other cannot forget.

Goddard Robert In pale battalions Novel
Six months after her husband's sudden death, Leonora Galloway sets off for a holiday in Paris with
her daughter Penelope.  At last the time has come when secrets can be shared and explanations
begin...
Their journey starts with an unscheduled stop at the imposing Thiepval Memorial to the dead of
the Battle of the Somme near Amiens.  Amongst those commemorated is Leonora's father.  The
date of his death is recorded and 30th  April,  1916.  But Leonora wasn't born until  14th March
1917.



Halton Linn B Finding happiness at Penvennan Cove Novel (Cornish romance)
Kerra Shaw's happiness should be complete when the love of her life moves into her cottage. But
there is trouble in her beloved Penvennan Cove and Kerra knows she won't be able to enjoy her
new start with Ross until she's put things right.
Two struggling businesses threaten to change the beach at Penvennan Cove forever. The Lark and
Lantern, an inn at the heart of the community, is struggling and a corporate chain is trying to
redevelop the site. Meanwhile,  The Salvager's Yard nearby is becoming an eyesore that brings
down the area.
Kerra knows she can find the perfect solution, but with her eyes on the community, will Kerra miss
the tensions in her own life? Can Kerra find her own happy ending, or could putting others first cost
her what she deserves most?

Le Carré John Call for the dead Novel (investigation)
George Smiley is no one's idea of a spy—which is perhaps why he's such a natural. But Smiley
apparently  made  a  mistake.  After  a  routine  security  interview,  he  concluded  that  the  affable
Samuel Fennan had nothing to hide. Why, then, did the man from the Foreign Office shoot himself
in the head only hours later? Or did he?

Linfoot Kane A winter warmer at the little Cornish kitchen Novel (romance)
A clean slate in the world's cosiest cottage by the sea
When Gwen Starkey and her best friend, Ella Simpson, arrive in St Aidan to take on a cottage
renovation, it’s the fresh start they both so desperately need. But when their new adventure begins
with them unintentionally breaking into their neighbour, Ollie Lancaster’s cottage – thinking it’s
their new home – and Gwen accidentally flashing the gorgeous Ollie before they flee, the life-long
friends realise that life in Cornwall is going to be anything but quiet!
They also quickly discover that they’re in over their heads and it’s going to take a village to turn
their  cottage’s  narrow  walls  into  the  luxurious  hideaway  of  their  dreams.  St  Aidan  is  full  of
colourful characters just waiting to welcome them, if only Gwen and Ella can find the courage to
start leaving the past behind them…

Moore Ian Death at the chateau Novel (mystery)
Richard  Ainsworth's  French  B&B  has  been  taken  over  by  a  production  company  shooting  a
historical film at the Château de Valençay. But everything grinds to a halt with the sudden passing
of an actor under suspicious circumstances.
To get to the bottom of things, Valérie d'Orçay and Richard offer catering services to the hastily
resumed production. There, they discover that the vanity, duplicity, and murder of an 18th-century
French court is nothing compared to that of a 21st-century film set, with more heads yet to roll.

Rhodes Kate Devil's table Novel (The Isles of Scilly Mysteries)
When a young child goes missing on the Isles of Scilly, the community rushes to help DI Ben Kitto
and his team with the search. Her twin brother, Ethan, was there when she was taken. But the
shocking events of her disappearance have rendered him mute.
Another person on the island knows exactly where the girl is. Someone with a deep-seated anger
for Jade's family. To find the truth, Kitto must investigate the lives of the people he has known all of
his life. People he trusts and respects. And he must do it quickly—because it isn't long until a body
is found...

Richards Bob Truro : history and celebration of the city documentaire
Featuring the stories  and events that  make up the town's  fascinating history,  learn about  the
personalities,  past  and  present  -  including  benefactors,  tradesmen  and  businessmen  -  whose
energy and innovation have played a vital role in shaping the community. (Illustrated with Frith
photographs and specially commissioned modern photographs).



Sallis Susan Searching for Tilly Novel
Three women came to the remote Cornish cottage that summer: Jenna, only 26 and grieving for
the loss of the love of her life; her mother Caro, whose husband Steve had also died; and Laura,
who had been married to Caro's beloved brother Geoff. The Widow's Cottage, the house where
there were staying was called, and it was poignantly suitable.
In that tiny Cornish community they discover strange memories of their forebears, and especially of
Tilly, Cora's mother, whose family history seemed to mirror so much of their own.They become
swept up in the dramatic story of Tilly and her family, a story which takes them on an epic journey
across the West Country and to the solution of an amazing family mystery. 

Srivastava Sandra Cornish villages Speciality travel
A comprehensive guide to 22 Cornish villages

Warman Stephen Sam and the seagulls Literature & fiction for children

Willet Marcia The golden cup A Cornwall Family Saga 
Paradise has  been home to generations  of  Trevannions:  Paradise,  the house at  the head of  a
sheltered Cornish valley where Mrs Trevannion lives, surrounded by her family. Frail and elderly
Honor Trevannion, bedridden following a nasty fall, is inexplicably anxious and distressed by the
arrival of a young American bearing an old black and white photograph of a double wedding and
looking for a long-lost relation. 
Her children Bruno and Emma, granddaughter Joss and faithful cousin Mousie try to nurse Honor
back to health, unaware of the secrets which she keeps from those closest to her. Increasingly
troubled and confused, she begs Joss to find a cache of letters which have been hidden for fifty
years.
Too late to hear the story from Honor herself, the family are faced with revelations which could
destroy the tranquillity of life in their beloved valley. Will they be torn apart or can they unite in
admiration for one woman's courage in standing by the life-changing decision she made so many
years ago? 

Wood Lucy Diving Belles Short stories
Straying husbands lured into the sea by mermaids can be fetched back, for a fee. Trees can make
wishes  come  true.  Houses  creak  and  keep  a  fretful  watch  on  their  inhabitants,  straightening
shower curtains and worrying about frayed carpets. A mother, who seems alone and lonely, may
be  rubbing  sore  muscles  or  holding  the  hands  of  her  invisible  lover  as  he  touches  her  neck.
Phantom hounds roam the moors and, on a windy beach, a boy and his grandmother beat back
despair with an old white door.
In these stories, the line between the real and the imagined is blurred as Lucy Wood takes us to
Cornwall’s  ancient  coast,  building  on  its  rich  storytelling  history  and  recasting  its  myths  in
thoroughly contemporary ways. Calling forth the fantastic and fantastical, she mines these legends
for that bit of magic remaining in all our lives—if only we can let ourselves see it. 


